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Special Feature
Commemoration of the 20th anniversary of 
the monthly magazine, “Hi Genki”
The history of the SAS Inc. and the change in 
quality of Shinkiko energy 

  The late chairman started Shinkiko when he 
launched the High Genki apparatus in 1986.   After 
that, many seemingly bad things happened to him, 
the SAS Inc. and myself, and in overcoming them, I 
realized that they had a certain direction.   I could 
feel the intention of the universe, which is sending 
Shinkiko energy to us.   In this special feature, let 
us look over the history of the SAS Inc. and the 
change in quality of the Shinkiko energy.

The late chairman and the energy of awakening
  The late chairman, who had become able to emit 
Ki from his hands in 1988, treated many patients 
by using the energy and the High Genki apparatus.   
But he collapsed from cerebral hemorrhage in March 
1995.   And later, he announced that that was 
when he became aware that the idea of “removing 
diseases from patients’ bodies with Ki” was wrong.   
He was explaining in his seminars that seemingly 
bad things happen for the sake of bringing spiritual 
awakening to people and he himself recovered from 
his sickness by the awakening.   That is, he newly 
found out that spiritual awakening makes souls and 
spirits grow and shine brighter, and that the Shinkiko 
energy encourages it.   Sending Ki to someone is 
making the soul of the Ki receiver shine; and its 
light reaches to the negative Ki, which have been 

attracted to him, and the Ki naturally goes away.   
This idea was totally different from the conventional 
idea of forcibly getting rid of negative Ki.

The change in quality of the vibrating energy 
after the late chairman's death
   The late chairman died straight after he found 
out that Shinkiko energy encourages people to 
spiritually awaken and brighten our souls and 
spirits.   After his death, my mission as the new 
chairman was to make those who understood 
the conventional Shinkiko, that is, the people 
who wanted to get well by just getting rid of 
their diseases, understand the nature of Shinkiko 
which my father later became aware of.   The 
vibrating energies from both Ki senders and 
receivers and also the SAS' staff, who provide the 
energy, sympathize when all of them understand 
the nature of the Shinkiko energy well, and the 
energy becomes much stronger.   If their levels 
of understanding vary, the vibrating energies 
will discord and disharmonize, making the overall 
energy weak.   That is why I have been explaining 
the importance of receiving Shinkiko and making 
your souls shine in a proactive manner.   Also, I 
organized the SAS Shinkiko Association and started 
offering the full membership in 1998, because I 
believed that by gathering people who are active in 
practicing Shinkiko, the vibrating energy of Shinkiko 
would rapidly improve in quality.   I have been 
working hard to let people know what the Shinkiko 
energy is like, through this magazine, weekly 
Shinkiko news, Shinkiko Retreat Seminars and 
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workshops as much as I could.  

The development of the Power Unit in 2000, 
and the permeability of the vibrating energy
   Although I was not good enough, thanks to the 
people who understood the Shinkiko and who 
supported me, the vibrating energy of Shinkiko 
gradually became stronger.   And five years after 
the death of the late chairman, at the end of 2000, 
there was a big change.   The Power Unit, which 
fits inside the High Genki applicator and makes the 
vibrating energy of Shinkiko from the applicator 
much stronger, was developed in that year.   This 
unit allows the vibrating energy to permeate much 
deeper into a soul at a stroke.   Our souls are 
connected with the people around us and also with 
our remote relatives; and the Power Unit enabled 
the Shinkiko energy to reach not only Ki receivers 
but also the spirits who are connected to them, one 
after the other.    That is, the apparatus became 
able to send light not only to a Ki receiver but also 
to his families and ancestors.
  After that, a more powerful Power Unit was 
developed and the amount of light from the vibrating 
energy of Shinkiko increased.   As I talked about it 
in the last issue, the source of the Shinkiko energy 
in the universe became able to send light to the 
earth all the more.

Closing of the Shinkiko Retreat Seminar Center 
in Ikoma, and energy in the universe
  It is not only the SAS Inc. who uses an invisible 
energy on earth.   Since the dawn of time, many 
religious association and various organizations have 
been using “invisible energies” (they are all similar 
to Ki but differ slightly) and the energies have been 
used in various healings and treatments.   It seems 
that there was a time when curse or negative Ki 
was used in struggle for power and scramble for 
political power.   All of these energies have different 
sources and differ in strength and effect.   As the 

late chairman was saying from the beginning that 
“Shinkiko is light from the universe,” the source 
of Shinkiko exists in a far distant universe.   It is 
not something that is related to any organizations 
or religious gods; it is a unique source exists in a 
higher dimension.
  In May 1994, we opened the Shinkiko Retreat 
Seminar Center in Ikoma, Nara, but had to close it 
in 2006 due to the aging of the facilities.   I came 
to think that a sacred mountain, Mt. Ikoma, where 
asceticism was practiced, had too long a history 
and it worked like “noise”; and the noise made 
us difficult to receive a purer vibrating energy of 
Shinkiko.   I took this occasion to run the seminar 
across the country, mainly around the Tokyo area.   
Just like primary colors look much brighter on 
their own, I thought receiving only a pure Shinkiko 
energy as much as possible would allow us to 
tune to the vibrating energy of the universe more 
properly.   I will run the Shinkiko Retreat Seminar in 
Okayama in April 2008, and in Kumamoto in June 
in the same year.   These times may again be a 
turning point for the Shinkiko energy.

The development of the white ceramic head, 
and a new vibrating energy
  I managed to develop the white ceramic head, 
which was launched at the end of the last year, 
because I had become able to tune more to the 
vibrating energy from the universe.   Vibrating 
energy from a higher dimension is added to the 
vibrating energy which is transferred by the existing 
Ki goods including the High Genki head.   If you can 
tune to this energy, you will be able to receive an 
enormous amount of energy at a stroke.   There 
is also a possibility that the way of receiving and 
sending Shinkiko energy may change drastically.   
From now, more things about Shinkiko energy may 
be clear; it seems to me that it has finally reached a 
new step.
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